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Impressions of the Rocky
Mountains, the first recording on the
Music with Nature Series™ by renowned composer
and Colorado native, Steve Haun, passionately explores
nature’s awesome masterpiece—The Rocky Mountains.
Majestic, poignant orchestral themes and reflective,
serene interludes are blended and alternated with
impeccably recorded nature sounds of wildlife and
elements of the natural environment. Together, the
musical compositions and nature soundscapes
stimulate the senses to experience and relive again
and again the grandeur that is the Rocky Mountains.

I mpressions of the Rocky
Mountains II, the second recording on
the Music with Nature Series™ embraces the beauty
and grandeur of the Rocky Mountains by
combining soaring, uplifting melodies with sounds
of nature and environmental elements. Commanding
the Bösendorfer Imperial & Yamaha C7 Grand
Piano’s, accomplished composer Steve Haun’s
compelling piano artistry comes to life on this
inspirational and sensuous recording that will
stimulate the imagination and perception of the
Rocky Mountains to an emotional height.

Keyboardist Steve Haun is the perfect Rocky Mountain composer. His sweeping orchestral
flair enraptures like a rush of cool, high-altitude wind and his rhythmic diversity fits
scenes of both pastoral reflection and skiing at a hundred mph down the slopes.
— JAZZIZ
Steve Haun not only writes his compositions, but also is a very gifted musician on piano
and keyboards who delivers a personal message from high mountains and blue skies in
Colorado, filled with warmth, soul and a spiritual sense of love and understanding!
— ABBEY NEWS, ABBEY ROAD DISTRIBUTORS
Steve’s compositions are majestically full and vibrant. Beautiful
melodies, great musicianship and a wonderful sense of dynamics,
impeccably recorded, make for a joyous and exhilarating
listening experience.
—HEARTSONG REVIEW

This album was recorded using
Wave Dance audio technology
Sound so true, the human ear can’t
distinguish the recording
from reality

With the purchase of these recordings you will be
helping to protect and preserve the National Parks
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